Abstract Deforestation influences surface temperature locally ("local effects"), but also at neighboring or remote regions ("nonlocal effects"). Observations indicate that local effects induce a warming in most locations, while many climate models show a global mean cooling when simulating global deforestation. We show that a nonlocal cooling in models, which is excluded from observations, may strongly contribute to these conflicting results. For the MPI-ESM, the globally averaged nonlocal cooling exceeds the globally averaged local warming by a factor of three, for global deforestation but also for realistic areal extents and spatial distributions of deforestation. Furthermore, the globally averaged nonlocal effects dominate the local effects in realistic scenarios across a range of climate models. We conclude that observations alone are not sufficient to capture the full biogeophysical effects, and climate models are needed to better understand and quantify the full effects of deforestation before they are considered in strategies for climate mitigation.
Introduction
Deforestation influences the exchange of heat, moisture, and momentum between the land surface and the atmosphere (Bonan, 2008) . These biogeophysical effects impact surface temperature at the location of deforestation ("local effects") which became apparent both in climate modeling studies (Kumar et al., 2013; Lejeune et al., 2017; Malyshev et al., 2015) and global-scale data sets based on observations (Alkama & Cescatti, 2016; Bright et al., 2017; Li et al., 2015) . Satellite-based observations measured the difference in surface temperature of forested versus open land either in space Li et al., 2015) or in time (Alkama & Cescatti, 2016) , and a semiempirical approach employed in situ observations from the FLUXNET database (Bright et al., 2017) . The observation-based data sets provide valuable information not only for local mitigation and adaptation measures (Bright et al., 2017; but can also serve as a benchmark for the evaluation of local deforestation effects in climate models. Although the underlying methods differ substantially (section 2), these observation-based data sets largely agree that local effects of deforestation induce a warming in most regions, especially in the low and middle latitudes, while there is less agreement about a slight cooling from the local effects of high-latitude deforestation ( Figure S1 ).
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Similar to the observations, the biogeophysical effects of global-scale deforestation in climate models induce a warming in low latitudes and a cooling in high latitudes (Davin & de Noblet-Ducoudre, 2010; Devaraju et al., 2015) . However, the latitude at which deforestation starts to have a cooling effect is shifted much further south in fully coupled climate models (Zhang et al., 2014) . There seems to be a surprising discrepancy between a strong global mean cooling of more than 1.3 K for global deforestation in fully coupled climate models (Bala et al., 2007; Brovkin et al., 2009; Davin & de Noblet-Ducoudre, 2010; Devaraju et al., 2015) and a domination of deforestation-induced warming in the observations. We hypothesize that this apparent discrepancy is caused by nonlocal cooling effects of deforestation. Climate model simulations showed that large-scale changes in forest cover can result in changes in global-scale circulation patterns (Devaraju et al., 2015; Lague & Swann, 2016; Swann et al., 2012) . Such nonlocal effects may also occur through advection and may be amplified through atmospheric and oceanic feedbacks (Davin & de Noblet-Ducoudre, 2010; Gibbard et al., 2005) and can therefore lead to a cooling in areas that were not deforested. On the other hand, in observation-based studies on the effects of deforestation on temperature these nonlocal effects cancel out by construction. Studies based on satellite observations have indeed reported that their methodologies exclude what they called the "atmospheric and oceanic feedbacks" (Li et al., 2015) , "second-order effects" (Alkama & Cescatti, 2016) , or "large-scale teleconnections" . This is because in these studies the local effects of deforestation are extracted by comparing changes in climate variables over neighboring forested and deforested areas. Therefore, any nonlocal effect triggered by deforestation elsewhere disappears when temperature differences over these neighboring areas are compared. Although it is based on in situ measurements, the same is true for the data set of Bright et al. (2017) , whose authors recognize that the "large-scale climate feedbacks" are excluded. Because these four observation-based data sets by construction exclusively contain effects that are locally triggered, they are conceptually comparable to the isolated local effects in the climate models (Kumar et al., 2013; Malyshev et al., 2015) . The additional existence of nonlocal deforestation effects in model-based studies is thus a suitable candidate to explain the apparent discrepancy of "mostly warming" in observations and "mostly cooling" in fully coupled climate models.
Here we investigate to what extent a cooling associated with nonlocal effects can explain differences between simulations and observations. In simulations of deforestation with the fully coupled climate model MPI-ESM we use a recently developed method (Winckler et al., 2017a) to separate local and nonlocal biogeophysical effects, and then compare the local effects to the observations. Using this framework, we also address some aspects of the nonlocal effects which are still poorly understood. For instance, it is unclear whether the nonlocal effects only affect global mean surface temperature in scenarios of large-scale deforestation or also in more realistic deforestation scenarios. These two types of studies differ in the areal extent and in the spatial distribution of deforestation, both of which may influence the nonlocal effects (Devaraju et al., 2015; Lawrence & Vandecar, 2014) . To bridge this gap between simulations of large-scale deforestation and more realistic deforestation scenarios we investigate idealized deforestation scenarios: We analyze the local and nonlocal effects of different areal extents of deforestation, and we study how the nonlocal effects depend on the spatial distribution of deforestation by analyzing the nonlocal effects on global mean surface temperature in simulations of deforestation in three latitudinal bands. Furthermore, we assess the role of changes in surface albedo by analyzing a simulation in which only the surface albedo is changed from forest to grass values. Finally, using realistic deforestation scenarios (historical deforestation 1860-2000, Pongratz et al., 2010 , and possible future deforestation 2006 -2100 , Brovkin, Boysen, Arora, et al., 2013 , we assess the robustness of the nonlocal effects by comparing changes in global mean surface temperature across a wide range of climate models.
Methods
Model Description of the MPI-ESM
The climate model MPI-ESM consists of the atmospheric model ECHAM6 that is coupled to the ocean model MPIOM (Jungclaus et al., 2013) and the land surface model JSBACH (Reick et al., 2013) . Surface albedo is calculated interactively and depends on the background soil albedo, soil moisture, snow cover, and vegetation cover. The MPI-ESM has been evaluated with respect to key land surface variables (Brovkin, Boysen, Raddatz, et al., 2013; Hagemann et al., 2013) . In particular, surface albedo agrees reasonably well with observations (Brovkin, Boysen, Raddatz, et al., 2013 ) and responds to deforestation by an albedo increase (snow-free surface albedo increases approximately from 0.13 to 0.19 at a location of 100% deforestation, not shown), that is, at the lower end but within the range of other climate models Lejeune et al., 2017) . Soil moisture is calculated interactively in a five-layer soil hydrology model (Hagemann et al., 2013) . Soil water is shared between plant functional types within a grid cell, and there is no horizontal exchange of soil water between neighboring grid cells. Surface temperature in the MPI-ESM is calculated by solving the surface energy balance equation in a bulk canopy layer. The surface temperature in the MPI-ESM can consistently be compared to screen temperature based on observations of terrestrial radiation . A similar quantity to the local effects that we isolate here could also be obtained by comparing surface temperature between "tiles" covered by different subgrid vegetation types within a grid cell (Malyshev et al., 2015; Meier et al., 2018; Schultz et al., 2016) or by simulations using an offline land surface model (Gibbard et al., 2005) . However, these approaches cannot account for changes in the atmosphere (cloud cover, precipitation, etc.) that would be triggered locally by deforestation, such that part of the local temperature change induced by the interaction with the atmosphere is missing in the identification of the local signal. Details on the calculation of surface temperature in the MPI-ESM and the different response of surface and air temperature to deforestation are also provided in Winckler et al. (2018) .
Simulations Performed With the MPI-ESM
We use the MPI-ESM to perform simulations of deforestation. For all simulations, we use an interactive ocean because this was shown to be essential for capturing the full biogeophysical response to changes in forest cover (Davin & de Noblet-Ducoudre, 2010) . We run each simulation experiment with a horizontal atmospheric resolution of 1.9
• for 350 years and analyze the last 200 years. In order to only simulate the biogeophysical effects, we prescribe CO 2 concentrations at preindustrial level.
An overview of all simulations is provided in Table S1 . We simulate climate in a forest world where forest cover is prescribed in the vegetated part of all model grid cells, that is, to the extent that vegetation can grow within a grid cell (Reick et al., 2013 ; see Figure S2 ), such that forest is not prescribed in desert areas. The vegetated part in each grid cell is taken from a previous study (Pongratz et al., 2008) where it was reconstructed from satellite-based potential vegetation (Ramankutty & Foley, 1999) . We also prescribe forest in, for example, present-day grasslands in arid areas because many of these areas can potentially be afforested, and an afforestation there can also substantially influence climate (Rotenberg & Yakir, 2010) .
In order to investigate the sensitivity of the nonlocal effects to an increasing deforestation area, we completely replace forest by grasslands in one out of four, two out of four, or three out of four grid cells (simulations "1/4," "2/4," and "3/4"). These grid cells are distributed in a regularly spaced pattern (colored in Figures S3a-S3c).
A better understanding of the nonlocal effects requires knowledge about the location of forest cover change from where the nonlocal effects are triggered. While a given realization of nonlocal effects cannot be attributed to a specific location of forest cover change, we can constrain the nonlocal effects to forest cover change of the high, intermediate, and low latitudes by simulating deforestation in these latitudinal bands separately (simulations "low lats" [17
• N], and "high lats" [>41 • S and >41
• N]). The exact latitudes were chosen such that the areal extents of forest cover change (about twice the historically deforested area) are approximately equal to the areal extent in the 1/4 simulation in all three simulations, so that their comparison identifies the relevance of the spatial distribution of forest cover change. To also capture the nonlocal effects of a more realistic spatial distribution, we change forest cover in the same areal extent but we locate the forest cover change grid cells near areas that were historically deforested (simulation "2x_historical"). To determine which grid cells are chosen as deforestation grid cells in 2x_historical, we rank all land grid cells according to the fraction of the grid cells that was deforested in the "historical" simulation in CMIP5. We then choose the grid cells with the highest deforestation fraction until their cumulative areal extent is equal to the areal extent in the scenario 1/4. In these four simulations, we change forest cover in only three of four grid cells in the respective region, so we are still able to separate local and nonlocal effects.
While in these simulations all surface properties (albedo, evapotranspiration efficiency, surface roughness) are changed between forest to grass values, in an additional simulation we only change surface albedo in three out of every four grid cells (simulation "only albedo"). This allows us to assess the role of changes in surface albedo for the local and nonlocal effects separately.
Separation of Local and Nonlocal Effects in the MPI-ESM
In the simulations described above, we separate local and nonlocal effects as follows (Winckler et al., 2017a) :
We simulate forest cover change in some grid cells while keeping the forest in other grid cells. We define the "nonlocal effects" as the signal that is also apparent in grid cells where forest cover in our simulations is not changed. The nonlocal effects are spatially interpolated to the grid cells located in between where forest cover is changed. At these grid cells we then define the local effects as the simulated signal minus the nonlocal effects. For comparability of the local effects in the MPI-ESM (Figure 1 ) with the observation-based data sets ( Figure S1 ), the local effects are spatially interpolated also to the grid cells where forest cover is not changed. This approach of isolating the local effects (Winckler et al., 2017a ) is similar to the space-for-time-substitution performed in the study by Li et al. (2015) to isolate the local effects of "potential deforestation" (Li et al., 2016 ) from remote-sensing observations. The key difference between their and our approach is that they define the local effects as the difference in "temperature" between nearby locations with and without forests, while we consider differences in the "response of temperature to deforestation" between nearby locations with and without deforestation.
Isolation of Local and Nonlocal Effects Across Models
In order to compare local and nonlocal effects across climate models, we isolate the local effects from existing simulations of the biogeophysical effects of deforestation in other fully coupled climate models. For this particular set of existing simulations (historical, RCP2.6 and RCP8.5, see Table S2 ), we cannot use the separation approach described above because deforestation in these realistic scenarios does not happen in a regular spatial pattern that includes no-deforestation grid cells. Thus, we isolate the local effects by using the moving-window approach of Lejeune et al. (2018) , which is explained and compared to an alternative approach (Winckler et al., 2017b) in Text S1.
Comparison of Simulation Results to Observational Data Sets
We compare simulated local effects on surface temperature in the MPI-ESM to three data sets inferred from satellite observations (Alkama & Cescatti, 2016; Li et al., 2015) and one semiempirical data set (Bright et al., 2017 ) based on FLUXNET observations. As described in section 1, this comparison is only methodologically consistent for the model's local effects because the observations only contain local effects. Although the observations depict real-world forest cover changes while the scenarios used in our simulations are idealized ones, the model-data comparison (here: to the simulation 3/4) is valid for two reasons: First, the observations contrast surface temperature at a location with 100% forest to the same or nearby location with 0% forest ("potential" instead of "actual" deforestation; Li et al., 2016) , which is comparable to what we have in our simulation setup. Second, the simulated local effects at one location are largely independent of deforestation elsewhere (Winckler et al., 2017a) , and thus the local effects are not substantially influenced by the nonlocal effects in this large-scale deforestation scenario. Text S2 provides details on the observation-based data sets (in which respects they differ and how they are latitudinally averaged for Figure 1 ).
Two Perspectives on the Comparison of Local and Nonlocal Effects
In section 3, we compare local and nonlocal biogeophysical deforestation effects on simulated changes in surface temperature in two different ways:
The grid-cell perspective focuses on the average local/nonlocal temperature change over selected deforested grid cells (in our simulations, the grid cells do not necessarily have to be deforested-the local/nonlocal temperature change for a hypothetical deforestation can also be derived from interpolation). The average can be calculated for deforested grid cells in a region, in latitudinal bands, or all deforested grid cells globally. By contrast, the global perspective focuses on the average over all grid cells worldwide independently of whether these grid cells are deforested or not. This global perspective would be taken, for example, for land use in the context of climate change mitigation.
Formally the situation is the following. The temperature change T n in a grid cell n can be separated into local and nonlocal contributions:
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According to the grid-cell perspective, the average temperature change over these grid cells (weighted by the grid cell area) can be calculated as follows (here for the local contribution):
where N defor denotes the number of considered grid cells and A n denotes the area of a grid cell n. In contrast, according to the global perspective, the contribution of the local temperature change to global average temperature change can be calculated as follows:
Here the summation concerns all grid cells worldwide. In fact, ( T n ) local is nonzero in equation (3) 
where ⟨Δ T⟩ (ww) nonlocal is calculated analogously to equation (3). Figure 1 shows the temperature changes averaged over deforested grid cells (equation (2) for local and nonlocal contributions, respectively). Here N defor refers to all grid cells in a given latitude for which at least one observational data set was available. In contrast, Figure 2 shows the contributions to global mean temperature change (equation (3) for local and nonlocal contributions, respectively). The global averages are calculated for simulations with different areal extents of deforestation. The local contributions to global mean temperature change scales with number of deforested grid cells (i.e., number of grid cells with nonzero ( T n ) local ) and the nonlocal contribution may scale with strength of temperature change in all grid cells (i.e., values of ( T n ) nonlocal ). The nonlocal contribution to temperature changes in Figure 1 is calculated by equation (2), that is, consistently with the local contribution to temperature changes. However, the strength of temperature change from nonlocal effects in each grid cell depends of course on the extent of deforestation; in Figure 1 we use the 3/4 scenario, as discussed in the second paragraph of the results.
Results
Local Effects in the MPI-ESM and Observations
We find that, at most latitudes, the local effects of deforestation in the MPI-ESM lead to changes in surface temperature that lie at the lower end of the satellite-based data sets (Alkama & Cescatti, 2016; Li et al., 2015 ; Figures 1 and S1 ), and the local effects in the MPI-ESM largely agree with the in situ-based data set (Bright et al., 2017) . This overall agreement indicates that the employed model captures the most essential processes by which deforestation influences surface temperature locally, even if the full complexity of plant processes is represented in the model by a simplified vegetation parametrization. There are a few regions where the simulated local effects agree less well with those in the observations, for example, in the southern-hemisphere tropics. This may be either due to a misrepresentation of some processes in MPI-ESM or due to observational biases because of high cloud cover in the satellite-based observations (Alkama & Cescatti, 2016; Li et al., 2015) and the sparse spatial coverage of flux tower measurements there (Bright et al., 2017) .
Nonlocal effects are not included in the observation-based data sets, so they prevent a consistent comparison between the total deforestation effects simulated by climate models and those captured by observations. While the local effects within a grid cell are largely independent of deforestation elsewhere (Winckler et al., 2017a) , the nonlocal effects on surface temperature may strongly depend on the location and spatial extent of deforestation, which we will investigate in the following paragraphs. In order to assess how strongly the nonlocal effects can contribute to an apparent mismatch between models and observations, we compare the Figure S3h , and maps of the observation-based data sets are shown in Figure S1 .
observations to the changes in surface temperature of deforestation in three out of four grid cells (simulation 3/4, see section 2). In this scenario, a large area is deforested but we can still separate local and nonlocal effects. We find that in this scenario the nonlocal effects contribute to a cooling of up to −0.9 K in the regions of the northern middle and high latitudes where observations are available and the nonlocal cooling is strong enough to push the total effects outside of the observational range (Figure 1 ).
Investigating the Nonlocal Effects in the MPI-ESM for Idealized Scenarios
The areal extent of deforestation affects global mean surface temperature both for the local and nonlocal effects. Spatially homogeneous deforestation of three of four grid cells in the MPI-ESM results in a global mean biogeophysical surface cooling of approximately −0.2 K, and this total cooling consists of a warming of approximately 0.1 K for the local effects and a cooling of approximately −0.3 K for the nonlocal effects. Maps for the annual and seasonal values are shown in Figures S3 and S4 . The simulated ratio of 1:−3 between global mean local warming and nonlocal cooling remains constant in simulations where deforestation is imposed using a similar spatially homogeneous pattern but with a smaller areal extent of deforestation (deforestation in only one or two of four grid cells, i.e., simulations 1/4 and 2/4). Thus, in contrast to previous studies (Lawrence & Vandecar, 2014) , we find that both local and nonlocal contributions to global mean temperature change scale linearly with the number of deforested grid cells (see also maps in Figure S3 ). This suggests that the nonlocal effects may dominate the globally averaged response not only when simulating idealized large-scale deforestation, but also when simulating smaller areal extents, such as historical deforestation (Pongratz et al., 2009) To set the biogeophysical effects into context, we provide an estimate of the temperature increase due to land carbon loss associated with the "2x_historical" scenario (gray bar in b, "carbon"); the corresponding values are obtained using a bookkeeping approach (Hansis et al., 2015) and the transient response to cumulative emissions (Gillett et al., 2013 ; for details see Text S3). The thin horizontal lines denote global mean values and the colored rectangles denote the 95% confidence intervals of the means. For the local effects, the confidence intervals are so narrow that the corresponding rectangles are not visible. The global mean changes in surface temperature (calculated from equation (3)) are statistically significant ( = 5%, Zwiers & von Storch, 1995) for all simulations. Maps showing the statistical significance for the total (local plus nonlocal) effects are shown in Figure S9 .
Not only the areal extent, but also the spatial distribution of deforestation influences the resulting climate effects. While the 1:−3 ratio was obtained by simulations in which deforestation is distributed homogeneously across the globe, the nonlocal cooling also dominates in simulations in which the areal extent is equal to the extent in the simulation 1/4 but in which deforestation is restricted to specific locations. In the simulation with a more realistic spatial distribution of deforestation (2x_historical), in which deforestation is simulated following a spatial pattern similar to that of historical deforestation but over twice its areal extent (colored grid cells in Figure S3d and section 2), the surface cooling from the nonlocal effects is more than twice the warming from the local effects. Furthermore, the nonlocal effects exert a global mean cooling for deforestation in all three latitudinal bands (Figure 2b ). For high-latitude deforestation, this cooling is in line with the total biogeophysical effects found in previous studies (Betts, 2000; Bonan et al., 1992; Mahmood et al., 2014) . Surprisingly, the nonlocal cooling is even stronger in our simulations of deforestation of the low and intermediate latitudes (Figures 2b and S5 ).
The global mean nonlocal cooling signal of low-latitude deforestation challenges the wide-spread idea that tropical deforestation induces a warming (Bonan, 2008; Mahmood et al., 2014) . Three aspects shed light into this apparent contradiction: First, while we consider only biogeophysical effects, some studies included the effects of land carbon losses related to tropical deforestation (Bala et al., 2007; Bathiany et al., 2010) , which lead to a strong warming. Second, some studies only consider the local effects (Alkama & Cescatti, 2016; Bright et al., 2017; Li et al., 2015) or at least include the local effects ), and we also find in our simulations that the global mean local effects of low-latitude deforestation are warming (Figure 2b ). Third, even in our simulations the nonlocal effects cause a regional surface warming of the low latitudes ( Figure S5 ) because of a regional decrease in shortwave incoming radiation ( Figure S6 ). However, low-latitude deforestation decreases atmospheric water vapor ) and thus at the same time triggers a nonlocal cooling that extends much beyond the deforested regions ( Figure S5 ) and dominates the global average (Figure 2b ).
Changes in surface albedo have been identified as the driver of the biogeophysical cooling in deforestation simulations (Davin & de Noblet-Ducoudre, 2010) . For a better understanding of the cooling, we separate local and nonlocal effects resulting from a change in only surface albedo from forest to grass values while preserving all other surface properties. As expected, an increase in surface albedo leads to a cooling in both the local and nonlocal effects because more solar incoming radiation is reflected by the brighter surface. Our simulations show that the vast majority of this cooling is excluded from the local effects (Figures 2c and S3 ) because within brightened or deforested grid cells the decrease in net solar radiation is largely balanced by a reduction of latent and sensible heat fluxes ( Figure S7 ). The albedo-induced cooling is weak in the local effects, and the observations only show the local effects. Thus, the albedo-induced cooling may be lacking in the observations.
The albedo-induced cooling is mainly a nonlocal effect (Figures 2c and S3 ). Following the argumentation from a previous study (Davin & de Noblet-Ducoudre, 2010) , we hypothesize that advection plays a key role in the albedo-induced nonlocal cooling. Within a brightened or deforested location, the reduced input of sensible and latent heat ( Figure S7 ) cools and dries the air. This cooler and drier air may be mixed into higher atmospheric levels and carried to neighboring and remote grid cells via advection. Consistent with the earlier study (Davin & de Noblet-Ducoudre, 2010) , longwave incoming radiation is reduced ( Figure S6 ) also at land locations that were not deforested and over the oceans. In addition, changes in cloud cover (not shown) can lead to changes in shortwave incoming radiation. Both changes in shortwave and longwave incoming radiation require the interactive simulation of atmospheric processes and would not be seen in simulations using a stand-alone land model (Gibbard et al., 2005) . The spatial pattern of nonlocal changes in total (shortwave plus longwave) incoming radiation closely resembles the spatial pattern of nonlocal changes in surface temperature ( Figure S6 ). This suggests that, while the local temperature response to deforestation is driven by nonradiative processes (Bright et al., 2017) , the radiative processes are essential for the nonlocal (and thus also the full) temperature response.
Intermodel Comparison of Nonlocal Effects for Historical and Future Deforestation Scenarios
We investigate whether the nonlocal cooling is only apparent in the MPI-ESM or also in other climate models. The global mean cooling in the MPI-ESM is rather small in comparison to other models that simulate a biogeophysical cooling between −1.3 K and −1.6 K in response to global-scale deforestation (Bala et al., 2007; Davin & de Noblet-Ducoudre, 2010; Devaraju et al., 2015) . While in the previous paragraphs we investigated the climate effects of idealized large-scale changes in forest cover, we now focus on more realistic scenarios of deforestation and assess the robustness of the nonlocal cooling across a wide range of fully coupled climate models (Figure 3) . We isolate the local biogeophysical effects in existing simulations , see also Text S1) of historical deforestation (between 1860 and 2005; Pongratz et al., 2009 ) and future deforestation (scenarios RCP2.6 and RCP8.5 between 2006 and 2100; Brovkin, Boysen, Arora, et al., 2013; Moss et al., 2010) , and we define the nonlocal effects as the simulated total minus local effects.
Consistently with our idealized experiments in the MPI-ESM, the nonlocal effects induce a cooling for five of the six models in the case of historical deforestation, although there is a substantial spread of the ensemble members within the individual models. The picture is less clear in the RCP2.6 and RCP8.5 scenarios of future deforestation. This could be due to the lower number of ensemble members compared to historical deforestation (see Table S2 ). Within one model, the spread across the ensemble members is much smaller for the local effects (most values in Figure 3 are plotted on top of each other) than for the nonlocal effects because the climate variability is by construction largely included in the nonlocal effects (Kumar et al., 2013; Lejeune et al., 2017) . The method that we use here to isolate the local effects might underestimate the local effects Figure S8 ).
One possible explanation for the spread between individual models in Figure 3 is the differences in vegetation parametrization. For example, the GFDL-ESM2 has separate soil moisture reservoirs for grasses and trees, which is important for capturing the changes in transpiration due to anthropogenic land use and land cover change (Findell et al., 2017) . A reduced evapotranspiration could potentially translate into a warming also elsewhere, for example, via a reduction of low-level clouds (Ban-Weiss et al., 2011) , which may explain the nonlocal warming in the GFDL-ESM2. This hypothesis suggests that the exact magnitude of nonlocal warming or cooling in a model depends on the balance between the albedo increase and the transpiration decrease following deforestation. The relative importance of nonlocal effects differs in quantitative terms across models and the ratio of 1:−3 found for the MPI-ESM is certainly model-specific. However, in all models analyzed here the nonlocal effects seem to be of substantial importance.
Another factor that may substantially influence the deforestation effects in the models lies in the representation of oceanic processes. The inclusion of an interactive ocean can substantially influence the simulated results (Davin & de Noblet-Ducoudre, 2010; Ganopolski et al., 2001) . When imposing the SSTs, the nonlocal effects may be reduced, which may also explain why only small remote effects were found in a study simulating large-scale Amazon deforestation (Lorenz et al., 2016) . On the other hand, a previous intermodel comparison using prescribed sea surface temperatures ("LUCID"; de Noblet-Ducoudré et al., 2012; Pitman et al., 2009) found a global mean cooling for historical deforestation in six of seven models (de Noblet-Ducoudré et al., 2012; Pitman et al., 2009) which is roughly consistent with the results that we get here using an interactive ocean (Figure 3 ). Other studies (Devaraju et al., 2015; Gibbard et al., 2005; Jones et al., 2013; Swann et al., 2012 ) use a slab ocean ("mixed-layer ocean," about 50 m deep) to account for changes in the ocean heat uptake; however, the "transport" of oceanic heat in their simulations is prescribed, and it is unclear whether this influences the nonlocal effects. The current coordinated effort to investigate the biogeophysical effects of land use and land cover change ("LUMIP"; Lawrence et al., 2016) includes simulations with a fully coupled ocean that account for all ocean feedbacks.
Conclusions
Forests have been identified as a key component for the mitigation of global climate change (Grassi et al., 2017; Griscom et al., 2017) because they enhance the land carbon sink (Le Quéré et al., 2018) . Moreover, recent observation-based studies on the local effects (Alkama & Cescatti, 2016; Bright et al., 2017; Li et al., 2015) suggested that afforestation would bring additional co-benefits through a local biogeophysical cooling. However, when including their nonlocal contribution, we find that the biogeophysical effects may overall reduce the carbon-related climate benefits of afforestation for global mean surface temperature (estimated as "carbon" in Figure 2b , see section 2). The exact values of the nonlocal effects may depend on the vegetation parametrization and thus on the employed climate model, but the fact that the globally averaged nonlocal effects are at least as important as the local effects is robust across the models. Thus, if the biogeophysical effects were to be considered in climate policies to regulate global mean temper-ature, we stress that their nonlocal components would need to be better understood so that their important contribution is not missed out, and their potentially counterproductive consequences are not overlooked.
We conclude that the local effects alone-and thus also observations-only yield an incomplete picture of the climatic consequences of deforestation. The nonlocal effects can strongly contribute to the mismatch between models and observations because the albedo-induced cooling is largely excluded from the local effects and thus from observation-based data sets. Because the current observations do not include the nonlocal effects, climate models are essential to better understand and quantify the full climate effects of deforestation.
